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A Tradeoff Study of Switching Systems in
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Abstract-This paper is concerned with a comparison study of three
switching techniques used in computer-based communication networks:
circuit switching, message (packet) switching, and cut-through
switching. Our comparison is based on the delay performance as obtained through analytic models of these techniques. For circuit
switching, the model reflects the phenomenon of channel reservation
through which it can be shown that when circuit switching is used, data
communication networks saturate rapidly. Through numerical examples, it is shown that the boundary between the areas of relative
effectiveness of these switching techniques depends very much on the
network topology (more precisely the path length of communication),
the message length, and the useful utilization.
Index Terms-Circuit switching, computer communication networks, cut-through switching, message switching, packet switching,
performance evaluation, store-and-forward.
I. INTRODUCTION

IN this paper we present a comparison study of some proposed and existing switching techniques employed in
computer-based communication networks.
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A tradeoff study of switching systems involves consideration
of a wide range of issues; however, in most cases, cost and delay
are the two major criteria. Network cost consists of installation
and maintenance cost (from the owner's point of view) and
service cost (from the users' point of view). Consideration of
cost requires either specializing the study toward a specific
system or making strong assumptions regarding the physical
structure and hardware costs of the switching nodes and the
communication media. Considering the rapid advances of
today's technology, with a trend toward lower cost and better
performance, any hardware cost assumptions soon become
obsolete due to their dependence on technology. For these
reasons we choose not to base our comparison study on cost and
consider only the criterion of network delay.
This type of comparison study has been the subject of considerable interest for some years. Most published studies
compare the performance of circuit switching (CS) employed
in telephone networks with store-and-forward switching (which
has been used in one form or another in most recent data
communication networks). The object is to identify those situations (e.g., traffic pattern, network topology, etc.) in which
one switching technique out-performs the other.
Among the earliest published reports on this subject is [1],
in which the issue of signaling in CS networks was studied.
Later, reports [2] and [3] are extensions of this work. In [4]
a detailed comparison based on the network delay between-
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Fig. 1. Tandem queue model of a communication path.

switching schemes is made. This work confirmed the intuitive
understanding that at higher traffic rates store-and-forward
switching results in a better delay performance, whereas for
longer message lengths CS is superior to the other switching
technique. In [5] a comprehensive comparison study was made
from two points of view: delay performance and usage cost.
This study again confirmed the previous results.
We hasten to point out that almost all of the previous works
(except [ 1]) have neglected to include the effect of channel
reservation in their analytic modeling of CS. The fact is,
channel reservations seriously degrade the throughput capability of CS as we shall see shortly. By accepting some simplifying assumptions (which were first introduced in [1]) we
are able to develop a more accurate analytic model than has
previously been used.
The aim of the present study is to give a reasonably realistic
and quantitative performance comparison of three switching
systems: circuit switching (CS); message (and packet)
switching (MS); and cut-through switching (CTS, described
below). Throughout our study we do not differentiate between
packet switching and message switching; we consider both
methods as members of the larger class of store-and-forward
switching systems.
In the following sections, we develop analytic models for the
performance of these switching systems and then present some
numerical results and performance curves.
II. DELAY-MODELS

To simplify the analysis, we consider a specific communication path from source S to destination D [Fig. 1 (a)] and
study the message delay along this path under different
switching techniques. In our path model, we have nh + 1 nodes
which are connected in tandem by nh trunks, each of capacity
C bps. Messages enter the network at node 1 and leave the
network at node nh + 1, i.e., they travel over nh hops. For CS
we assume each trunk is divided into NCh > 1 channels, each
of capacity C/NCh. The channels are assumed to be noiseless.
Messages to be transmitted are considered to be a continuous
stream of Im bits. To each message we append an overhead of
lh bits; the overhead is provided for the addressing header in
MS and CTS, or the reservation signal in CS. The network
delay (the path delay) is the interval of time from the moment
a message is submitted to node 1 until it is received at node

th + snh

nh + 1. In the formulation below we assume that the input
processes of message arrivals to all nodes is Poisson with rate
X (messages/second), and that message lengths (data plus
header) are distributed exponentially.

A. Message Switching
In message switching [6], messages are transmitted in a
hop-by-hop fashion through the network. Each message carries
its destination address in its header. At each intermediate node
the message must be completely received before it can be
forwarded toward its destination node. If the selected outgoing
channel is busy, the message is queued while awaiting transmission. Accepting the independence assumption of Kleinrock
[7], the average delay at each node becomes

T= 1 (im+ Ih)/C

X(Im + i)/C

where Im and lh are the average values of Im and ih, respectively, and X is the input rate of messages (we use 1 /it = in)
The average end-to-end delay of MS is then nh T, or

(Im +

lh)/C
IM X(lM + lh)IC
-

(1)

B. Cut-Through Switching
In cut-through switching [8], [9] the operation is similar to
MS, with the difference that messages do not have to be received completely at an intermediate node before being
transmitted out of the node toward the destination. After the
header of a message is received, the outgoing channel can be
selected, and if this selected channel is free, the message may
start transmission out of the node immediately, even though
its tail has not yet arrived in the node. If, however, after the
reception of the header, it is found out that the outgoing
channel is busy, the operation follows that of MS, i.e., the
message must be received completely before being sent out
toward the destination node. Therefore, a message can cut
through intermediate nodes and save the unnecessary buffering delay if the outgoing channel is free. A complete performance analysis of this system has been reported elsewhere
[8], [9]. In the Appendix at the end of this paper we derive
expression for the average delay for cut-through switching to
be
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where TMS is given by (1).
C. Circuit Switching
With circuit switching, a complete path of communication
must be set up between two parties before the communication
begins. Path setup is established through a signaling process.
Before transmission of a message, a (reservation) signal is sent
towards the destination. While traveling node by node towards
the destination node, the signal reserves channels along the
path. If, at any intermediate node, it cannot find a free channel,
it waits for a channel to become free (while holding the channels it has reserved so far), at which time the signal reserves
it and goes to the next node to repeat the same process. By the
time the signal reaches the destination node, a path has been
reserved between the source and the destination nodes. Fig.
2 shows the structure of a node in a communication network.
A message from outside the network arrives in box (or queue)
A and sends a request-for-connection (RFC) signal to establish
a path between this node and its destination node. Box B is a
queue in which signals wait to reserve one of the message
channels between the two adjacent nodes (service facility C).
Having reserved a channel, the signal uses the same channel
for transmission to the next node, at which time the signal goes
through the same process until it arrives at the destination
node. When the signal reaches its destination, the originating
message is notified (through a reverse signalling process called
request-for-transmission (RFT) using the path which has already been set up), at which time the message can start
transmission. Note that during the RFT and the message
transmission all of the channels on the path are used simultaneously, hence, these last transmissions are similar to a one-hop
transmission. After completion of the message transmission,
the reserved channels are released. We assume that no further
signaling is required for releasing the reserved channels.
The above model is usually referred to as a forward reservation-individual signaling channel system. Reservation of
message channels can also be done while the signal is coming
back from the destination node (backward reservation). Signaling channels can also be separate from message channels
(i.e., all signals use a common signaling channel), which is
called common signaling. In this case, when a message channel
is reserved by a signal, the signal joins another queue to be
transmitted over the signaling channel.
What we just described is the delay mode of operation. A
circuit switched network may (and usually does) operate in
a loss mode, in which case when a reservation signal encounters a busy channel, the reservation process terminates and the
calling party is dropped from the network. In this paper we
assume the CS network operates under delay mode, as its
performance measure (delay) in this case is comparable with
those of MS and CTS.
An exact analysis of a CS network leads to the development
of a network model, the solution of which requires treatment
of a multiple server queueing system with a non-Poisson input

Fig. 2. Structure of a node.

process and nonexponential service time; such systems, to date,
have not in general been solved. A partial solution of such a
model is reported in [8]. In order to develop a model which is
analytically tractable, we consider a path of a communication
network [Fig. 1 (a)] and consider the traffic between the source
node S and the destination node D. Fig. 1 (b) shows the tandem
queue model of the communication path. In this figure each
trunk is abstracted as an NCh server, FIFO queueing system.
Because of the reservation process, the service time of each
queue is affected by waiting times in the succeeding queues.
Let ki (with average Y*) be the service time at the ith queue,
and &i (with average si) be the total delay at the ith node
1 < i < nh. Furthermore, let tm = lmNch/C and th =
1hNch/C be transmission times of a message and a signal (with
an average tm and th), respectively. The service time in the
rightmost queue (the nhth queue) is
Xnh

=

th + th + tm = 2th + tin.

The first th corresponds to the "request-for-connection" signal
from node nh to node nh + 1, the destination node. After this,
a "request-for-transmission" signal originates from node
nh + 1 and is sent to node 1. Because a complete path is already
set up, this transmission takes only th seconds. After reception
of this signal, the message is transmitted from node I (which
takes ti seconds). The service time at queue nh - I is affected
by the system time (waiting plus service time) of the nhth
queue, so we have
Xnh-1

= th

+ Snh.

In general, we have the following expression for the service
time at the ith queue
I < i < nh
(3a)
Xi = th + Si+I
(3b)
Xnh = 2th + tm
and for the average values we have
< i<inh
(4a)
Xi = th + -Si+ I
(4b)
Xnh = 2th + tm.
In order to simplify the analysis we accept a generalized version
of the independence assumption [7].
Assumption: The distribution of service time at each of the
queueing systems shown in Fig. 1 (b) is a negative exponential
with the average values determined by (4), and is stochastically
independent of the service time of its succeeding nodes.
Assuming that the input process of messages to the first node
is Poisson, by virtue of the above assumption, the input process
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of all of the queues on the path will be Poisson and the queueing
system at each node can be treated as an MIMINCh queue [6],
N,h being the number of servers.
To find the path delay (the time between the arrival of a
message at the first node till the completion of its transmission), one must start from the last queue (nhth) and iteratively
proceed to the first queue; the mean system time of queue 1,
SI, is the total path delay, i.e.,

Tcs = l=xl + th

(5)

where x-1 is given by (4).
Remarks:
1) It has been shown [2], [3], [5] that in the "common
signaling" method, a proper signaling channel capacity is vital
to the proper operation of the network. In fact, in order to
obtain the optimal performance, the signaling channel capacity
should be dynamically adjusted to the traffic in the network.
Because the emphasis of the present study is to study the effect
of channel holding time on the overall performance, we base
our study on an "individual signaling channel" model, hence,
we are not faced with this optimization problem.
2) We should point out that the way we have treated the
holding time distribution is not accurate in a narrow sense. In
[10] it is shown that under certain assumptions (in particular
in networks with no feedback), the distribution of the endto-end delay in a Markovian network of queues is given by a
sum of independent and exponentially distributed random
variables. Though the system under our investigation differs
from a Markovian network (mainly because of the reservation
phenomenon), in view of the results in [10], perhaps some other
distributions (e.g., Erlangian) for the service time would be
a better choice; however, any distribution except negative
exponential would complicate the solution. As we shall see
shortly, even this simple and approximate model clearly shows
the effect of channel reservation and holding time. In all of the
previous reports, except in [1], the queueing system at each
node is considered as an M/M/m system in which the average
service time is the same as the average transmission time of a
message, an assumption which is far from realistic (unless the
model is for a fully connected network); our model corrects that
defect.
III.

DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS

Based on the models developed in the previous section, we

present numerical comparisons of the network delay for the
three switching systems: CTS, MS, and CS. The network

model is the one shown in Fig. 1(a) and our comparison is
based on network delay only, i.e., we will disregard the access
delay to the network, as this component of the delay is common
to all three systems. We should point out that, as a result of
disregarding access delay, our results are slightly biased in
favor of MS and to some extent CTS. Access delay is essentially a one-hop transmission. For large message lengths and,
in particular, in light load conditions, access delay is smaller
in CS than in MS and to some extent in CTS. A total trunk

used and only for CS the trunks are
subdivided into NCh channels (hence, for CTS and MS we
consider single channel trunks only). The average header (or

capacity of C

= 50 kbps is
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signal) length is assumed to be Ih = 100 bits and the average
message length will be specified for each case. Lastly, we also
assume that channels are noiseless. The useful utilization,
which for simplicity will be also referred to as utilization, denoted by p = Xlm/C, is the fraction of the total trunk capacity
used by the useful information (i.e., the message). This is
usually different from (and less than) the effective utilization
Pe, which is the utilization caused by the useful information
plus the header (or signal) plus the holding time of the reserved
channel. In our comparison study, we study the effect of four
parameters: input rate X, average message length 'in. path
length -nh, and number of channels per trunk NCh (this last
parameter is only important for CS).
We first consider the network delay for a path of average
length nh = 4 [Fig. 3(a)]. The average message length (useful
information) is 1500 bits. This figure shows the normalized
path delay (delay/(lm/C)) for CTS, MS, and for CS when the
trunk is split into one, two, and four channels.
Some observations can be made on these curves. The CTS
delay is always smaller than the MS delay (in [8] and [9] it is
shown that when the trunks are noiseless, this is always the
case). For the particular parameters of this figure, the delay
of CTS is always less than CS delay; however, this is not always
the case. As we will see in the following figures, in some situations network delay for CS becomes less than the CTS
delay.
Comparing CS with MS, we see that for a small number of
channels NCh and at low input rates, the CS delay is less than
the MS delay. This is because at low input rates the waiting
time to reserve a channel is small, therefore, path setup time
is small. Once a path is set up, the message is transmitted
without incurring further delay in the intermediate nodes. On
the other hand, in MS a message must be assembled at all of
the intermediate nodes, a process that causes excessive delay.
When the number of channels is large (e.g., NCh = 4), the CS
channel capacity is small and even though the path setup is
negligible, transmission time of a message on a (small capacity) channel is excessive and the total path delay becomes
larger than MS. As the input traffic increases, Fig. 3(a) shows
that CS, with a small number of channels per trunk, saturates
very quickly (see the delay curve for NCh = 1) and the delay
curve climbs rapidly. This rapid saturation is the result of the
excessive waiting time to reserve a channel and as we already
know, this delay is reflected in the channel holding time. By
further increasing the number of channels per trunk, because
the waiting time is reduced the network does not saturate so
quickly (see the CS delay curve for Neh = 4), even though the
transmission time increases. Comparing this curve with the
delay curve of MS, we observe an interesting behavior. For
very small input rates, the MS delay is less than the CS delay;
however, as input rate increases, there is a crossover between
the two delay curves and for a certain interval the CS delay
becomes less than the MS delay. For a further increase of input
rate, there is a sharp increase in the CS delay and MS again
becomes better than CS (from the delay point of view). The
crossover occurs because for a certain range of input rates the
combined waiting time and reassembly delay at the intermediate nodes for MS becomes more than the path setup delay
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Fig. 3. (a) Comparison of switching system. (b) Comparison of switching
systems. (c) Comparison of switching systems.

t-hat
the interval at which CS becomes better than MS depends very
much on the parameters of the system. For example, for a
smaller average message length [im = 1000 bits; Fig. 3(b)],
there is no crossover point for the MS and CS delay curves
when NAh = 4 (in Fig. 3(b) crossover does occur at larger

and message transmission time for CS. We should notice

values of NCh). For comparison, we have also presented delay
curves for the average message length of 2000 bits in Fig. 3(c)
and a longer path length nh = 8 in Fig. 4. Comparison of Fig.
3(a) with Fig. 4 shows that for long path lengths, CS is more
advantageous than MS in a larger region. This is because in
MS it is necessary to assemble the message in all of the inter-
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mediate nodes and so the network delay becomes large,
whereas in CS, once a path is set up, there is no further delay
due to intermediate nodes.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the effect of message length on network delay. In these figures the useful utilization is kept constant (p = 0.3); hence, the input rate varies as the message
length changes (the average header, or signal, length is kept
constant; ih = 100 bits). For very small message lengths, the
network delay for all the three switching systems is unbounded,
.a consequence of the high-input rate to keep the useful utilization constant (in these figures MS and CTS delay curves
become unbounded for 1m < 100 bits which have not been
plotted). As the message length increases, the network delay
first decreases and then grows again. As before, we observe
that the CTS delay is always less than the MS delay. For CS,
after a sharp decrease (which indicates a rapid recovery from
saturation), the delay escalates; however, the rate of increase
for the delay in CS is less than the rate for the other switching
systems and eventually the CS delay becomes less than the MS
and CTS delays. This phenomenon can be seen better in Fig.
5(b) where the path length is long. This figure also shows that
at longer path lengths CS becomes more advantageous in reducing the network delay. Comparison of the delay curves for
CS indicates that the saturation point for a larger number of
channels per trunk is higher (i.e., the network can accept larger
input rates).
In Figs. 6-8 the delay of MS is compared with the CS delay
at different utilization-message length combinations. We
consider three path lengths; short nh = 2; medium nh = 4; and
long nh = 8, (Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively). For each path
length we consider 6 different numbers of channels Nh = 1,
2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 (Figs. 6(a)-(f), etc.). Note that MS always

100

1,000

10,000

2

AVERAGE MESSAGE LENGTH (SITS)

Fig. 5. (a) Comparison of switching systems. (b) Comparison of
switching systems.

uses the full capacity of the trunk and there is no splitting involved in this case. Again, the header length is kept at 100 bits
and the total trunk capacity is 50 kbps in all cases we study.
In these figures the following notation has been used:
MS delay < CS delay
cross-hatch:
space (blank): MS delay > CS delay
MS delay < o; CS delay unbounded
dot (" "):
sir,,l .
Both the MS and CS delay unbounded
For a fixed path length the area that CS is operational (the
network is not saturated) expands with an increase in the
number of channels per trunk. This area is denoted by crosshatched or blank area (the region designated by "-" and/or
"X" is where the CS delay is unbounded). For a given number
of channels, as the path length increases, the area that CS is
operational shrinks. This effect can be seen by comparing, for
example, Figs. 6(f), 7(f), and 8(f) with each other. For short
path lengths a large number of channels is not advantageous
to CS as compared to MS (Fig. 7), although a small number
of channels shrinks the operational region of CS.
We can carry out the same kind of comparison between CS
and CTS. As we pointed out earlier, CS manifests its advantage when the path length is long; for short path lengths (e.g.,
nh < 8), CS is hardly ever better than CTS. For a large path
length (e.g , nh = 8), the figure becomes very similar to its
counterpart figure, Fig. 8; however the area more favorable
to CS shrinks. This is due to the fact that the CTS delay is always less than the MS delay. The interested reader is referred
to [8].
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opposing effect on the performance of the network: when
the number of channels is small, then the network saturates
Fig. 7 MS versus CS (nh = 4).
quickly; on the other hand, a large number of channels results
in a large delay. (The problem of determining the optimal
Table I shows the results of our comparison study. In this number of channels per trunk has been studied in depth in
table we have chosen two intervals for the message length (500 [8].)
< Im < 2000 and 2000 < lm ) and three intervals (small, me4) Based on our study, the decision as to which form of
dium, and large) for the other three parameters (p, Nch, and switching to use should be based on a careful study of the panh). The symbol "<' is used to indicate that the delay due to rameters of the network.
the switching system on the left-hand side of the symbol is less
If the data stream is intermittent, i.e., if a communication
than the delay due to the switching technique on the right-hand session consists of an alternating sequence of message blocks
side. In the case that a selected range is too large to determine and idle periods, depending on the duration of the idle periods
a firm advantage between two switching systems, we have used and the message lengths, holding the connection during the idle
the symbol _.
periods will significantly affect these results. We have not
Summarizing our observations, the following remarks can studied such cases; however, the analytic model developed in
be made:
this section can easily be modified to encompass this case.
1) The reservation operation in CS causes a substantial
From the performance curves presented in this section, it
decrease in the network capacity. For this reason CS is not a is clear that the ratio lm/(lm + lh) plays a crucial role in the
good choice when the traffic is high (Table I).
location of the boundary between the area of relative effec2) For large messages, large path lengths, large number of tiveness between these switching techniques. Because of space
channels, and a moderate utilization, CS can usually outper- limitation, we have not shown this dependency explicitly.
form the other two switching systems (Table I).
IV. CONCLUSION
3) When the capacity of the trunk is kept fixed, proper selection of the number of channels per trunk is very critical in
In this paper we first presented a mathematical model for
the proper operation of the CS system. In fact, this number has the delay performance of circuit switching which incorporated
(d) Nd,

-6

(f) Nd, - 10

an
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the effect of reservations. By using this model we carried out
a comparison study between the delay performance of three
switching systems: circuit switching, message switching, and
cut-through switching. Our study showed that the boundary
between the areas of relative effectiveness of these switching
techniques depends very much on the network topology (which
was reflected in the path length), the message length (more
precisely on the ratio lm/(lm + Ih)), and the useful utilization.
For the circuit switched system the number of channels per
trunk is also an important parameter. While this study confirmed the previous understanding, it also quantitatively
showed the effect of some parameters (e.g., the path length),
which so far have been disregarded. Based on our studies, when
the number of channels per trunk in CS is properly selected,
CS is a better choice of switching system than MS and/or CTS
at relatively low utilizations and large message lengths and
when the communication path is long. In any other circumstance, CTS outperforms CS and MS. For small path lengths
and moderate-sized messages, MS outperforms CS; for large
utilization, MS outperforms CS. In general, the decision on
the choice of switching method depends on the parameters of
the system, and no single switching technique is optimum
under all conditions.
The analytic models, especially the one for CS, are approximate; more exact models are, in general, complex to solve
and inflexible to use (see for example [8] for an exact model
for CS). We believe, however, that the comparison results
presented in this paper are valid as the approximations affect
all systems uniformly.
We did not differentiate between packet-switching and
message-switching; these two methods were considered
members of the larger class of store-and-forward switching
systems. In particular, we used a model for message-switching
to represent store-and-forward switching performance. This
is valid when message lengths are small and each packet
comprises a message. However, for large message lengths the
results are biased against store-and-forward switching, as with
packet switching one can achieve a better delay performance
in this case. One should particularly bear this consideration
in mind in studying the performance curves in Fig. 5(a) and

(b).

APPENDIX

End-to-End Delay in Cut- Through Switching
We first find the average number of times a message encounters free channels on its way to the destination.
Whenever a message enters a node, the outgoing channel
is free with probability (1 - p) where p = X(lm + lh )/C iS the
utilization of channels (recall that we assume all channels have
the same utilization). Due to the independence assumption,
the number of times a message encounters idle channels has
a binomial distribution and we have
Pr

[c= k] = (nh k)(l -p)kpnh-k-I

0 < k < nh- 1

where fiL is the number of times a message encounters free
channels and nh is the path length. The average of fl, hi is

therefore,

nc

=

E[fij

=

nh-1

,: k Pr [fi, = k]

=

k=O

(nh -1)(I P)-

(A1)
Note that if nh = 1, then n-c = 0, viz. in a one-hop path there
is no intermediate node and no "cut-through" is made.
We now find the average delay. Each time a free node is
encountered, a nodal service time is saved. However, this service time is conditioned on the event that the waiting time is
zero. So we have
(A2)
TMS - TCTS = nc E[SjIW = 0]
where s is the total delay in a node and w is the waiting time
in a node. Considering the fact that a message can be sent out
only after its header is received, we have

E[i7v

=

0]

= m

C

and (A2) is changed to
TMS

-

TCTS

T

=

im

(A3)

nc-

Where 1m/C is the saving in delay at each node where a cutthrough is made. Using hi from (Al), we have

TCTS = TMS - (nh

-

1) I-

Xlm +Chlm

or
TCTS

=

TMS - (nh

-

1)

1

-Xlm+ lh)
X

I1

-z

Ih

lm

h

C
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A Distributed Control Algorithm for Reliably
and Consistently Updating Replicated
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Abstract-This paper presents a deadlock-free and distributed
control algorithm for robustly and consistently updating replicated
databases. This algorithm is based on local locking and time stamps
on lock tables which permit detection of conflicts among transactions
executed at different sites. Messages are exchanged in the network
whenever a transaction commitment occurs, that is, at the end of every
consistent step of local processing. Conflicts among remote transactions are resolved by a roll back procedure. Local restart is based on
a journal of locks which provides backup facilities. Performance in
terms of the number of messages and volume of control messages of
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the proposed algorithm is compared with that of the voting and centralized locking algorithms. These results reveal that the proposed
distributed control algorithm performs, in most cases, comparably to
the centralized locking algorithm and better than the voting algorithm.

Index Terms-Concurrency, deadlock, distributed control, locking,
lock table, recovery, replicated databases, time stamps, two-step
commit.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE algorithms proposed for updating replicated databases can be separated into two classes: global locking and
time stamping. For the global locking scheme, either centralized control [131, [161 or distributed control [4] can be
implemented. However, both cases require many control
messages. For the time stamping method [17], [1], timing
information permits the ordering of transaction updates.
However, the addition of a time stamp to every data element
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